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What is a Nadi Dosha? Learn remedies to
remove Nadi defects by Acharya V Shastri.

Learn remedies to  remove Nadi  Dosha -  नाड़ी  दोष ा होता  ह?  जानए नाड़ी  दोष दरू
करने के उपाय

According to "Akhil Bhartiya Vedic Shikshan Avam Parshikshan Sansthan’s"
Astrologer "Acharya V Shastri" and "Avs-astrology", when marriage is done,
the horoscope of the natives must be matched. In horoscope matching, the
octaves are matched with a total of 36 Gun score. For these marriages, it is
necessary to match at least 18 of the 36 qualities in the horoscope. Marriage is
considered taboo if it matches less.

Why is it important to Kundli Asta kuta Milan? अकूट का मलान  जरी है ?

According to astrology, Ashtakutas are considered whose names are Varna,
Vasya, Tara, Yoni, Graha Maitri, Gana, Bhakuta and Nadi.

Know what is Nadi? Best Astrologer in Delhi NCR, Astrologer Acharya V Shastri is Top Famous

Astrologer in Delhi NCR,

The Nadi refers to the person's presence in the horoscope with a constellation
of the Moon. Out of the total 27 constellations, there are 3 groups of 9 type
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constellations in which the nadi of the person can be determined when the
Moon is located.

There are three types of nadis, - तीन कार क नाड़याँ होती ह, जो ह-

1। Aadi Nadi (आद नाड़ी)

2। Madhya Nadi (म नाड़ी) Contact for marriage, career, love, health and other issues,

3।  Antya  Nadi  (अ  नाड़ी)  contact  for  consultant  with  Genuine  Astrologer  with  expert  of

future  predictions  for  his  clientele.

Know how the Nadi of a person is determined?

Jyeshtha, Moola, Adrra, Punavasu, Uttara Phalguni, Hasta, Shatabhisha, Purva
Bhadra and Ashwini nakshatras are counted in Aadi or Adya Nadi.

The Pushya, Mrigashira, Chitra, Anuradha, Bharani,  Dhanishtha, Purvashadha,
Purva Phalguni and Uttara Bhadra constellations are counted in the middle
nadi.

Swati,  Visakha,  Kritika,  Rohani,  Ashlesha,  Magha,  Uttarashada,  Shravan  and
Revathi nakshatras are counted in the Antya Nadi.

Nadi Matching - नाड़ी मलान:

In the process of Nadi matching, 8 properties are determined. If there are Nadi
defects, 0 out of 8 marks are given, while 8 points out of 8 are given if the bride
and groom have different nadis. The state of Nadi defects gives rise to side
effects in the life of the bride and groom. Lack of cohesion and separation
between them can lead to problems.

Now know under which conditions the Nadi defects occur?

When the kundali of the natives are studied for marriage, the Nadi is necessarily
analysed in it. If both the nakshatras of the natives are in the same Nadi, then it
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is  a  defect.  Marriage is  not  considered auspicious  due to  this  defect.  This
creates a state of isolation.

If the bride and groom have Aadi Nadi, then marriage breakup

If there is a Madhya Nadi, then fear of death.

If there is an Antya Nadi, it can cause grief. The health of the children of such
natives can also be affected.

In which circumstances the Nadi is not considered defect?

If the birth constellation of the bride and groom is the same, but if both the
phases are different, then the Nadi defect is cancelled.

If people of one zodiac sign, but their birth constellation is different, then the
Nadi defect becomes invalid.

If the constellation of the bride and groom is born but the zodiac signs are
different, then the Nadi is not blamed

If Venus, Jupiter or Buddha is the owner of a zodiac, this position also nullifies
the Nadi defect.

Solutions of Nadi dosha.

There are many cases when Nadi defects are detected after marriage. Apart
from this, in some special circumstances where marriage cannot be stopped
even after a Nadi defect, then some remedies have been given in astrology to
prevent it. Come on

Know the solution for Nadi defects

According  Avs-Astrology,  Saral  Vedic  Jyotish  (Written  by  Acharya  V
Shastri, Under the Banner of a reputed Astrology Institute) also mentioned
in the Piyush Dhara and Hora Shastra, make a gold snake and get its
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experts  Pandit  or  astrologer  duly  worshiped.  Mahamrityunjaya  Mantra
should be recited. After chanting, one should donate gold, clothes or grain
according to his ability and ability.
The  worship  of  Lord  Shiva  and  chanting  of  Mahamrityunjaya  Mantra
removes all kinds of obstacles.
On the anniversary, one should donate grains equal to their body weight.
Brahmins should donate clothes and food not grains.
In  the  event  of  Markesh,  both  of  the  bride  and  groom,  in  which  the
condition of Markesh is going on, should remedy Dasha-nath till Dasha-
Kal.
Before getting married, the horoscope should be analysed by an expert
astrologer Acharya V Shastri. You can consult the experts for any kind of
defects in the horoscope.

Above said Article is based and references of the following literature.

Saral Vedic Jyotish, 2. Piyush Dhara, 3.  Hora Shastra1.

For more information related to Astrology and Vastu contact Best Famous
Celebrity Astrologer and Vastu Consultants in Dwarka, Gurgaon and Delhi

NCR, Acharya V Shastri: + 91-9205722942
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